Abstract. According to present deficiency of gravity retaining wall design method and considering the fuzzy uncertainties of the parameters of stochastic variables, first-order second-moment method (FOSM) is adopted to set up fuzzy random reliability analyzing model. By using decomposing theorem and by introducing λ cut set, fuzzy numbers were convened into a series of interval numbers and fuzzy random reliability computing technology was received. The major instability modes of gravity retaining walls are overturning and sliding. Two structural performance functions against overturning and sliding of gravity retaining walls were established and the fuzzy random variables were confirmed. Two kinds of invalid modes are calculated separately by the use of fuzzy random reliability computation method, which two fuzzy random reliability indexes and corresponding failure probabilities are obtained. Comparing the result of computation method with that of related literature, it is shows that obvious differences are between them. It is pointed out that structural performance function Z of the gravity retaining wall is assumed as normal distribution in related literature, which contributing to errors in the probability density function f(Z) in this treatment. The calculated results of fuzzy random reliability by adopting λ cut set way are conformed to reality better.
Introduction
The traditional design of retaining wall adopts the definite value method; using safety coefficient signifies stability of the retaining wall structure. But random uncertainty and fuzzy uncertainty has been neglected while analyzing stability of retaining wall by the design method of definite value. Random uncertainty mostly refers to that randomness of every soil physics mechanics index causes randomness of the course of loosing steady of retaining wall .Fuzzy uncertainty mainly means there exist a fuzzy transition region of retaining wall between unstable and stable. As to introducing reliability theory to design calculation of retaining wall, some domestic and international scholars have already made certain work. Basing on probability, Enrique Castillo combined the traditional safety coefficient method and reliability method together and puts forward a new retaining wall design. [1] Zhang jian-Ren utilized central point method of FOSM to calculate some retaining wall, and carried on the sensitiveness analysis of the parameter [2] . Wang Liang etc. used central point method of FOSM to calculate resisting slippery reliability of road retaining wall of entrance to tunnel in Zhong state [3] . Cai Yang researched reliability design method of the gravity type retaining wall, comparatively systematically, and discussed to the determination of dividing coefficient in the terminal state design of probability [4] . Du Yong-Feng regarded overturning and sliding of retaining wall as connecting system, calculating the reliability index of the structural International Conference on Mechanics and Civil Engineering (ICMCE 2014) system in the progressively equivalent plane method. The structural system failure probability of the retaining wall stability was computed by the reliability index of the structural system finally [5] . Considering unstable retaining wall randomness and fuzzy synthetically wholly, Wang Guang-Yue set up basic analyzing model of retaining wall fuzzy reliability and proposes the computing technology of fuzzy [6] . However, the first five literatures only considered random uncertainty during analyzing retaining wall stability. Though Wang Guang-Yue considered the fuzzy uncertainty during the analysis of retaining wall's stability, supposed R,S and structural performance function Z to obey normal distribution, thus, obtained the density function f(Z) of probability, and then calculated the random fuzzy reliability in the integral method. However, the establishment of this assumption remains to be proved and the rationality of this treatment is worth discussing. This text gets around the assumption, adopting cut-set method to turn fuzzy set into regular interval set, seeking fuzzy random reliability through inter-zone value. Thus the result of calculation is more reasonable.
Analyzing Model in Fuzzy Dependability
The traditional dependability theory describes the demarcation line between reliable and invalid structure with the terminal state, and uses the terminal equation Z=R-S=0, as Fig.1 (a) shows, to express. However, it is very difficult to define demarcation line between the reliable and invalid, because there exists a transition state during that time and that is a fuzzy range which shows that efficiency is losing gradually, seen Fig.1 
(b). The equation for the fuzzy performance function is
While fuzziness exists, the safe state should be regarded as a fuzzy incident Ã , whose subjection degree can be described by the performance function Z. namely 
So, fuzzy reliability refers to the fuzzy probability of incidentÃ , and namely the probability of
So, the structure fuzzy random reliability formula is
Among (10) formula: () fxis distribution density function of basic random variable, and
is subjection function of fuzzy safe incident. Two special cases are: (1)When most great load effect and resist strength of structure have only randomness without fuzziness, its subjection degree is one in the valid intra-area, and is zero in the valid extra-area. Then the formula (10) is turned into
Formula (11) is a regular reliability calculating type. , which is subjection degree of structure reaction for a incident of structure safety and is called ordinary fuzzy reliability [8] .It indicates that when structural parameters have only fuzziness, the structure will produce dependability problem too.
Fuzzy Reliability Calculation Model of Gravity Retaining Wall
There are two ways in fuzzy reliability calculation. First, fuzzy random phenomenon is described by the fuzzy set, and the fuzzy reliability of the structure is defined to utilize fuzzy incident probability. Then it is calculated directly through the formula (10) by total mark way. Second, the fuzzy random phenomenon is described by fuzzy random variable which is regarded as basic variable. Structure reliability is calculated through λ level cut set method [9] . It is very miscellaneous to calculate by total mark method which is unable to solve often, because it difficult to receive concrete expression formula of distribution density function and subjection function of fuzzy incident. Fuzzy random reliability is solved to adopt cut set way which turns fuzzy set into regular interval set and receiving inter-zone solution.
The Setting-up of Gravity Retaining Wall Structural Performance Function

Fig. 3 Gravity Retaining Wall
The major unstable modes of gravity retaining walls are overturning and sliding. As fig.2 shows, resisting overturning steady performance function which rotates wall toe is
Resisting sliding steady performance function is
In formula (12) and (13), G-stands for the deadweight of retaining wall each extending meter; r-stands for the soil weight degree behind wall; H-stands for the height of retaining wall; c-stands for the gluing strength of soil body behind wall; Ka-stands for the initiative soil pressure coefficient; X and Y are arms-to-to toe of wall weight strength and initiative soil pressure respectively; μ-stands for soil to basal retaining wall friction coefficient;  -stands for the Interior friction angle of soil body behind wall. [10] As the gravity retaining wall illustrated in fig.2 , neglecting wall peak load and passive soil pressure of retaining wall, the geometric size of the retaining wall and physical parameter are known quantity. A large number of project practices prove that main fuzzy random variables that influences retaining walls arer ,c , , , which these four fuzzy random variables are normal distribution usually. [11] In order to express conveniently, the above four fuzzy random variables are replaced separately by~ ( 1, 2,3, 4  of fuzzy dependability indexes can be solved following the analytic approach of structural fuzzy reliability. [12] The Fuzzy Reliability Calculation of Gravity Retaining Walls
The equation of fuzzy random terminal state can be set up
On the basis of first-order second-moment method, Taylor progression is adopted to outspread terminal state functions in central points, and make its linearization ) (
The Calculation Example
A certain gravity retaining wall as shown in fig.2 , it has straight and smooth back, and is neglecting the passive soil pressure. There is not added loading on the top of the retaining wall. The structural parameter of the wall body is invariable, among them: H=5.4m,X=1.14m,G=98.8KN/m, Y=1.62m.a=1.0m, b=3.6m.Subjection function of every R-L type fuzzy numbers is a linear one. The result of calculation is shown as table 1.It can be found out from table 1: fuzziness neglected, the result will be more deviation. While fuzziness exists objectively, so, it is more reasonable if only fuzziness is considered. Meanwhile, it can be found that fuzzy dependability index and fuzzy reliability in the first-order second-moment method, is less than the values without considering fuzziness. So, using the fuzzy dependability analyzing model weights the dependability is even more secure.
Tab. 1 Comparison of Calculated Results
Conclusion
(1)Combining the theory of random reliability with fuzzy mathematics, the fuzzy random reliability analyzing model of the gravity retaining wall's structure is set up. Through the decomposing theorem, the fuzzy variable was changed into a series of interval variable operation, overturning and sliding reliability indexes are received, and their reliabilities are also obtained respectively. This kind of computing technology can be regarded as the new development of the structural design of gravity retaining wall. The fuzzy analysis theory and computing technology of reliability that this text puts forward, have certain directive significance to other project structural design too.
(2)The study shows that the calculation amount of this model and the one classical reliability analyzing model are roughly equal. The Concrete calculation example proves there are certain differences between fuzzy reliability model and classical model. So, when analyzing reliability, fuzziness cannot be neglected.
